How To Catch Grouper

EQUIPMENT

1. 6-7’ HEAVY ACTION ROD.

2. LEVEL WIND REEL WITH 50-6-# TEST MONAFILAMENT LINE.

3. HEAVY DUTY SPINNING REEL WITH 40-50# TEST MONAFILAMENT LINE.

4. DEPTH RECORDER/FISH FINDER. A COLOR MACHINE IS BETTER BEACause IT WILL SHOW THE SOFTNESS OR THE HARDNESS OF THE BOTTOM BETTER.

5. FOR BOTTOM FISHING, PUT YOUR LINE THROUGH A 5-8 OUNCE SINKER AND THEN PUT ON A RED BEAD AND TIE IT TO A HEAVY SWIVEL. THE RED BEAD STOPS THE SINKER FROM BEATING AGAINST THE SWIVEL.

6. NEXT, TIE ON A 2 1/2-3FT. OF 80# MONAFILAMENT LINE AND ATTACH IT TO A 7/0 OR 8/0 HOOK USING AN IMPROVED CLINCH KNOT OR A UNI-TO-UNI KNOT. CLICK HERE FOR KNOTS

TROLLING EQUIPMENT + HARWARE

1. USE THE SAME ROD AND REELS AS BOTTOM FISHING.

2. FOR TROLLING, TIE YOUR LINE TO A HEAVY DUTY SWIVEL AND CONNECT IT DIRECTLY TO THE PLANER. FROM THE PLANER, TIE 10-12 FT. OF 50# TEST MONAFILAMENT LEADER TIED DIRECTLY TO YOU LURE USING A UNI-KNOT OR IMPROVED CLINCH KNOT.

3. #2 PLANER FOR DEPTHS OF 20 FT.
   #3 PLANER FOR DEPTHS OF 30 FT.
   #4 PLANER FOR DEPTHS OF TO 40 FT.
4. MANUFACTURE'S DOWN RIGGER OR POOR MAN'S DOWNRIGGER.

AREAS TO FISH

2. DURING THE WINTER MONTHS, WHEN THE WATER IS IN THE GULF COOLS DOWN, THE FISH WILL MOVE INSHORE. LOTS OF TIMES YOU CAN FIND GROUPIER IN 20-25 FT. OF WATER.


4. LOOK FOR HARD BOTTOM OR AREAS THAT HAVE A CHANGE IN DENSITY OF THE BOTTOM. PICK AREAS THAT SHOW A DEFINATE ROCKY BOTTOM OR LEDGES.

5. WORK THE ARTIFICIAL REEFS LOCATED ON YOUR LOCAL MAPS OR LOOK ON OUR SITE TO GET THE LORAN NUMBERS.

DEAD BAITS
1. WHEN USING DEAD BAITS, CUT THE BAITS IN HALF AT A 45 DEGREE ANGLE. THIS ATTRACTS FISH.

2. AFTER YOU CATCH A FEW FISH WITH DEAD BAITS, THEN SWITCH OVER TO LIVE BAITS. THE SMELL FROM THE DEAD BAITS ATTRACTS BIGGER FISH AND WILL GET THEM INTO THE FEEDING MODE.

FROZEN WHITE BAITS
FROZEN SQUID
FROZEN SARDINES

LIVE BAITS
1. HOOK THE BAIT IN THE BACK NEAR THE DORSAL FIN.
2. LOWER THE BAIT TO THE BOTTOM AND REEL UP ABOUT 3 TURNS ON THE REEL.

3. WHEN THE GROUPIER GRABS YOUR BAIT, HE WILL TRY TO HEAD FOR HIS DEN IN THE ROCKS. RED GROUPIER HAVE A MORE SUBTLE BITE, IT'S MORE LIKE A TUG. GAG
Grouper will slam it like a runaway freight train.

4. The first thing you should do is crank the reel and lift the pole with the tip toward the sky if you can.

5. Don't give up. Just remember how good these fish taste when you get them to the table.

1. When using artificial baits, you must first choose if you are going to use a downrigger, a planer, or just a bait that has a deep diving lip on it.

2. You may want to use two poles while trolling.

3. Put the line that you will use for your downrigger out approximately 150 ft, then attach it to the downrigger. Lower the downrigger ball to a depth 2-3 ft from the bottom. Put out your next line approximately 25 ft, then attach it to a downrigger.

4. If you are using planers, choose the planer that will take the artificial bait to half of the depth you are trolling.

5. Start trolling at 1500 RPM's. This is approximately 4-5 MPH. If nothing happens, then try slowing down or speeding up.

6. Once a fish hits, the pressure of the fish will trip planer and the fish will come to the surface. Just slow the boat down and reel the fish in.
7. **If you are using a downrigger or a poor man's downrigger, the line will pop out of the release clip and you're in for a fight.**

8. **Slow the boat down. You will be in a tug of war for a while. The fish won't come to the surface like it did with the planers.**

9. **Make sure your grouper is legal.**

10. **If it is not legal, please release it to preserve the grouper fishery.**